To help students affected by current events and travel restrictions, Second Closet is happy to work with you for packing, labeling, storage, pick-up and return services University of Toronto Mississauga students.
STUDENT STORAGE
BY SECOND CLOSET

PACKING

Our team of professional movers will pack student’s belongings requiring this service for **$1.50 per mover per minute**. Each student will have their own account and will only be billed for the actual time it takes to pack their belongings. **This rate includes all materials** including boxes, bubble wrap, tape and so on.

STORING

Once the packing is complete, each student’s boxes will be labeled with a custom QR code tied to their account for secure storage and tracking. These items will be transported back to our secure storage facilities until the customer requests them back. **Standard item plan pricing (page 5)** will apply on a monthly basis (recurring).

TIMING

We know how important it is for UofT students to have this done as quickly as possible. **We will be picking up April 30th, 2020.**
WHY SECOND CLOSET?

We pride ourselves on being radically different than other storage companies. Our team of movers and drivers comes to you to pack and pick up your items, securely store them, and brings them back whenever and wherever you need them.

Unlike our competitors, with our item plans designed specifically for students, you’ll only ever pay for what you store, and there is no minimum term contract to sign.

1. We’ll safely pack and pick up your items.
2. We’ll securely store them in our facilities.
3. We’ll return them when you need them back.
4. You’ll only ever pay for what you store.
## STUDENT STORAGE

### STANDARD PRICING

Full pricing details can be found here:

www.secondcloset.com/second-closet-pricing
Here's how Second Closet works:

1. **We come to you and pick up your stuff**
2. **We safely bring it back to our secure storage facilities**
3. **We bring it back to you, whenever and wherever you need it**

We do it all for up to (and sometimes over) 30% less than the competition!

Simplify your life with ultra convenient, no-strings-attached storage.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH YOU!
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